HOGUE KNIVES ANNOUNCES THE X1-MICROFLIP™
Henderson, NV – Hogue Knives is pleased to
introduce the newest addition to their quality line of
knives, the X1-Microﬂip button lock ﬂipper. “The
X1-Microﬂip is an amazing piece of precision
manufacturing” said Hogue lead knife engineer Scott
Bruhns. “Our customers have been demanding a
streamlined sub 3.0 inch Allen Elishewitz designed
knife and we have seriously knocked this one out of
the park. This knife is so full of features it honestly has
to be held to fully appreciate the cohesive design and
execution by Allen and the Hogue team.”
The Microﬂip features Hogue’s robust button lock
mechanism along with their patent-pending blade
retention device. This unique instrument retains the
blade in the closed position allowing the user to create
stored up kinetic energy culminating in the ﬁring of the
blade. With an intuitive press of the lock button the
knife can be easily closed with one-hand without
placing ﬁngers in the path of the closing blade like
standard liner lock ﬂippers. “This knife contains no
springs. It is a manual ﬂipper yet acts surprisingly like
an automatic,” exclaims Bruhns.
Designed speciﬁcally as an every day carry pocket
knife, the X1-Microﬂip is the ﬁrst knife in the Hogue

line with a blade measuring under three inches. The
2.75" Drop Point blade proﬁle comes either stone
wash tumbled or with a black Cerakote® ﬁnish. Made
from .120" thick CPM154 steel, the blade offers
superior corrosion resistance while providing excellent
edge retention. It is cryogenically heat treated to 57-59
RC then hand sharpened and honed.
The Type III hard coat anodize 6061-T6 aluminum
frame is sculpted for an ergonomic grasp and
comfortable one-handed deployment. The frame is
patterned with an escalating indent texture for
additional grip traction and includes a pointed impact
pommel. Models are available in matte ﬁnished black,
grey, ﬂat dark earth or aquamarine. The frame
includes a reversible clip and ﬁller plate for
ambidextrous tip up carry. The X1-Microﬂip sports an
MSRP of $149.00 - $159.00.
All Hogue Knives are designed by former Recon
Marine Allen Elishewitz and made in the USA by
Hogue, Inc. Hogue supports local dealers and
encourages customers to purchase Hogue products
locally. For more information please call Hogue directly
at 1-800-438-4747 or visit www.hogueknives.com to
ﬁnd a Hogue Knives dealer near you.
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X1- MICROFLIP™
BUTTON LOCK FLIPPER
Impact Pommel

Robust
Push Button Lock

PRECISELY CRAFTED BY HOGUE
EXPERTLY DESIGNED BY ALLEN ELISHEWITZ

6.67" Overall Length
3.2 Oz. Weight
2.75" Drop Point
Tumble Finished or
Black Cerakote Blade

DIMENSION COMPARISON
6.67"

Tip Up Carry with
Reversible Clip & Filler Plate

Escalating Indent
Texture on Frame

Hollow Grind with
Hand Honed Edge

X1-MICROFLIP

2.75"

Jimping on Flipper for
Deployment Traction

8.0"

3.5" EX-01

6061-T6 Anodize
Aluminum Frame
with Stainless Steel
Baseplate

Frame Options
Matte Black, Matte Grey,
Matte Flat Dark Earth
and Matte Aquamarine
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.120" Thick CPM154
Stainless Steel
Cryogenically Heat
Treated to 57-59 RC

X1- MICROFLIP

3.5"

Product Blade
Code
Finish

Frame
Color

MSRP

24170

Tumbled

Matte Black

149.95

24172

Tumbled

Matte Grey

149.95

24177

Black Cerakote® Matte FDE

159.95

24173

Tumbled

149.95

Aquamarine

